TOOL 01:

Go outside

WHY START NOW?
Recognise the value of the outdoors,
bring it to everyone’s attention. Remember the great
experiences and learning you have had from ‘doing’.

STEP 01:
What is around in your neighbourhood? What is close? It does not have to
be a park with equipment. Just do it! For example walk and look at houses /
letterboxes. Discover free play, risk taking, free choice etc

STEP 02:
Being present - put away devices. Theorise and wonder why. Observe, discover,
discuss, listen, being responsive to what you are seeing.

STEP 03:
Visit the same place again. it will be different every time.

WHY IT WORKS?
Multisensory experiences make memories. No pre-scheduling
required. It builds on knowledge and interactions. Good
for positive language building and mental
health as it slows us down and has
no objective.

TOOL 02:

Story block

WHY START NOW?
Blank boxes allow for creations and
drawn images that spark conversation and create a
story.
STEP 01:
Find equipment for creating blank white cardboard boxes. Make and glue
together.
STEP 02:
Give out materials to encourage drawing on the cube.
STEP 03:
Talk about the choices made.
STEP 04:
Create a story bag for more than one cube and to build-on the story.
WHY IT WORKS?
Encourages imaginative language and the use of different words.

TOOL 03:

Embed language in routines

WHY START NOW?
There are lots of oportunities in everyday
life to gift new words. It does not require special
events. Build on existing foundations and share the
coaching of each other.
STEP 01:
Share common aspirations. Talk about values, beliefs and knowledge.
STEP 02:
Start modelling using aspirational talk about ‘what’ and ‘why’ you are doing things as you are doing them.
STEP 03:
What is happening around you? How are you all getting there together? Can you
help each other?
WHY IT WORKS?
We all have the power and richness to give comment and talk more
about the things we are doing.

TOOL 04:

Talking builds brains

WHY START NOW?
Share knowledge of neural and
attachment development. Increase families
knowledge of how talking builds the bond in families and
gives them the power.
STEP 01:
Make a bond, share and spend time together.
STEP 02:
Make use of music, songs, story telling, nursery rhymes and things from different
cultures etc
STEP 03:
Say aloud what you are doing and ‘why’. Use facial expression. Try using new
words and different tones of voice.
WHY IT WORKS?
Attachment and relationships need to develop to help our
conversation.

TOOL 05:

Peer to peer coaching

WHY START NOW?
Make connections, building trust and
relationships. Getting to know your community.
STEP 01:
Identify all motivation and what is /isn’t working. Set specific change
goals. Identify peer support and suggest a timeframe.
STEP 02:
Collect evidence of change.
STEP 03:
Build onto the indicators of success.
WHY IT WORKS?
Guided self-efficacy. Mentoring with casual and informal learning works.

TOOL 06:

Find your inner child

WHY START NOW?
Discover new things. Keep asking others
‘why?’ and ‘why not?”
STEP 01:
Watch and read things aimed at children.
STEP 02:
Be physical, sing, dance, jump. Go out in the rain.
STEP 03:
Do something new. Make-up stories, use different voices.
STEP 04:
Discover new places and activities. Talk aloud about what you are doing.
WHY IT WORKS?
Make mistakes and don’t box yourself in. Challenge yourself.

